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Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) generally causes symptoms from the first weeks of life, but diagnosis is
usually delayed for years or can be missed altogether. Referral for diagnostic testing is often late because key
symptoms, such as wet cough, chronic rhinitis and recurrent upper and lower respiratory tract infection, are
non-specific. An international survey of patients reported that 37% had >40 visits to medical professionals
due to PCD-related symptoms before being referred for diagnostic testing [1]. Approximately 50% of
children with PCD have situs inversus, a rare condition in the general population, and it is therefore not
surprising that these patients are investigated earlier. A European survey found that age of diagnosis was at
3.5 years in those with situs inversus and 5.8 years in children with normal situs [2]. Assuming a prevalence
of 1 in 10000 [3], we expect ∼1180 diagnosed children in England (childhood population ∼11.8 million);
however, there are currently only ∼340 children in the National Paediatric PCD Service. This highlights a
huge proportion of undiagnosed patients even in a country with a national PCD service [4]. This is in stark
contrast to cystic fibrosis (CF) where neonatal screening programmes ensure that diagnosis occurs in early
infancy in many countries, with positive impact on clinical outcome [5]. Young children with PCD have
similarly impaired forced expiratory volume in 1 s to children with CF [6], and require multidisciplinary
treatment. Early diagnosis facilitates a management plan, including regular airway clearance physiotherapy,
surveillance for airway pathogens with treatment of respiratory exacerbations, genetic counselling for
families, audiology monitoring and management of conductive hearing loss [7, 8]. We expect that early
diagnosis would delay respiratory decline and ensure specialist treatment of ear, hearing and nasal issues,
thereby optimising health, psychological, social and educational outcomes.

Which infants should be tested for PCD?
There is no single gold standard test for PCD diagnosis. Presently, the diagnosis is made in patients with a
compatible medical history following a demanding combination of tests including nasal nitric oxide
(nNO), high-speed video microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, genetics, and culture of
respiratory epithelial cells [7, 9–12]. These tests are costly and need experienced staff using sophisticated
equipment, hence testing is restricted to reference centres which may be geographically distant from the
patient. Identifying the correct patients for testing is therefore important and screening tools are needed.
Although individual symptoms are non-specific, the pattern of symptoms is often characteristic. A typical
history might include neonatal respiratory distress in an infant with no risk factors, a daily wet cough
starting in early infancy, recurrent chest infections, persistent rhinitis and serous otitis media. Screening
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tools (e.g. PICADAR) to identify patients based on their clinical history are helpful but require a history
that might not yet have evolved in young infants [13, 14].

nNO as a diagnostic test for PCD in infancy
LUNDBERG et al. [15] first reported extremely low nNO concentrations in patients with PCD >20 years ago.
A more recent meta-analysis of 11 studies reported a mean±SD nNO output of 19±18.6 nL·min−1 in PCD
(n=478) and 265±118.9 nL·min−1 in healthy controls (n=338) [16]. Whilst the reason for low nNO
remains elusive [17], measurement of nNO has been widely adopted as part of the diagnostic work-up
[9, 10, 18–23]. The “gold standard” measurement is made during a velum closure manoeuvre to reduce
contamination of nasal gas with lower airway air [24]. This breathing manoeuvre is not possible in young
children because it requires patient cooperation to exhale against resistance or to phonate to close the
velum during sampling. Hence, this method is not possible in the age group where testing should ideally
occur. A number of studies have therefore investigated measurement during tidal mouth breathing and
have reported that it provides an acceptable alternative for children who cannot manage velum closure
manoeuvres [18, 20, 22, 23, 25]. However, guidelines have previously suggested that nNO cannot be used
as a test in infancy because of feasibility issues, and because nNO concentrations are very low in healthy
infants. This dogma has been challenged by a cross-sectional study of nNO in infants <1 year [26], and
now a study which has longitudinally measured levels throughout infancy from 2 weeks to 2 years [27].

In this issue of the European Respiratory Journal, MARTHIN et al. [27] report the natural evolution of nNO
levels in 44 healthy infants who were followed at six time-points from 2 weeks to 2 years. They
additionally use retrospective data from infants with PCD. Theirs is the first manuscript to demonstrate
the longitudinal increase in nNO over the first years of life. The authors demonstrated that measurement
of nNO during tidal breathing is feasible in healthy infants and those with PCD. Importantly, they report
that an extremely good success rate is possible (>99%) [27]. The authors confirmed that success in
measuring infant nNO depended on being very patient (personal communication). Newborn infants were
apparently easy to measure when fed and asleep. The most challenging ages were 4 to 12-month olds, who
often woke and required comforting by pacifier, parents singing to the child, or distracting with a toy.
With 1–2 year olds, a smart phone worked well for distraction (personal communication, J.K. Marthin).

Some healthy infants had very low levels of nNO [27], indistinguishable from PCD, and further PCD
diagnostic testing, including a repeat nNO measurement after a couple of months, should be conducted. In
particular, healthy infants had reduced nNO during upper respiratory tract infections, highlighting that
measurements should only be conducted for PCD diagnostics when infection-free.

Notes of caution
The study reported by MARTHIN et al. [27] has the potential to change practice at our PCD centre, but
further research is needed before widespread testing of infants is recommended. Until now we have been
reluctant to recommend nNO as a test in this age group because we had concerns that taking
measurements would be difficult. Now that we know that measurement is feasible, nNO needs evaluating
with infants in a diagnostic setting to see whether it can distinguish PCD cases from children with similar
symptoms who do not have PCD.

Importantly, to avoid a large number of false-positive cases, rigorous patient selection is needed before
applying diagnostic tests. If the test becomes used as a general screening test, the number of false-positive
cases would be very high (poor positive predictive value), overwhelming diagnostic services [28, 29].
Classical clinical features in infancy that should prompt testing for PCD include: unexplained neonatal
respiratory distress starting a few hours after delivery, often associated with atelectasis/lobar collapse and
prolonged oxygen requirement; persistent rhinitis; daily wet cough; and situs inversus or situs ambiguous,
with or without congenital heart disease [18, 30]. However, some infants with PCD may not present as
neonates, or their symptoms might be mild; and 50% of infants with PCD have normal situs which should
not delay testing in a symptomatic baby.

Additionally, non-specialist centres need training to conduct the measurements and interpret the results.
Local testing might utilise portable electrochemical analysers rather than “gold standard” chemoluminescence
analysers; a newly “Conformité Européene” (CE)-marked portable nNO analyser is an improvement on
previous portable models, with an nNO trace allowing the technician to visualise peak nNO readings [31].
As portable NO analysers become more widespread for use in asthma, the opportunity for nNO
measurements of infants at centres without PCD diagnostics is potentially useful, but only if measured
by technicians who have received training, in correctly selected patients. Importantly, infants with a strong
likelihood should be referred to a specialist centre for further diagnostic tests, even if nNO is within
normal limits.
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Future perspectives
There are currently no guidelines to standardise tidal breathing measurements of nNO and these are now
needed. A study from North America demonstrated that measurement during velum closure could be
standardised for testing children >5 years [19]. By this age structural lung damage may already be present
and we need tests which target early diagnosis. MARTHIN et al. [27] have demonstrated that tidal
manoeuvres are feasible with potential to contribute to the diagnostic portfolio from the first weeks of life.
The tidal breathing method now needs validating in a diagnostic setting because the test might fare less
well with disease controls rather than healthy controls [29]. This would need a multicentre approach to
include sufficient infants suspected of PCD. Research and consensus will be needed to decide how to take
the reading. MARTHIN et al. [27] used the averaged nNO value from the three highest, distinct, visible peak
concentrations measured within 30 to 40 s, and read directly as point values on the screen, whilst other
authors have taken the measure from five peaks [25]. Details of quality assessment of the tracings will be
an important consideration for standardisation.

Summary
MARTHIN et al. [27] performed 224 nNO measurements in 44 healthy infants. They reported median
(interquartile range) concentrations of 15.0 (9.6 to 22.8) nL·min−1 in newborns, increasing to 93.4 (67.0
to 128.4) nL·min−1 at the age of 24 months. Respiratory tract infections temporarily suppressed nNO by
79% [27]. The success rate of acceptable nNO-sampling was 223/224 (99.6%). With further validation and
standardisation, nNO may prove an important diagnostic tool for infants with PCD. This would allow
earlier initiation of appropriate management strategies, thereby reducing the risk of early lung damage and
respiratory decline.
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